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Karlo Erak

Zdravko Radnić

Captain - Croatian

Chief Officer - Croatian

Captain Karlo is an experienced and qualified professional in the yachting industry. Dedicated to
creating memorable experiences, Karlo goes above and beyond to ensure the comfort and
enjoyment of his guests. He takes pride in his work, and his attention to detail ensures that every
aspect of the charter is meticulously planned and executed. In addition to his maritime experience,
Karlo also played water polo professionally, showcasing his discipline and teamwork abilities. When
not at sea, Karlo cherishes spending quality time with his family and indulging in his passion for fishing.
With a strong work ethic, a wealth of experience, and a commitment to delivering exceptional
service, Captain Karlo is well-equipped to take on any challenge and provide a truly unforgettable
yachting experience.

MEET theCREW

Zdravko showed interest in the sea at a very young age through the local sailing club. Later on, he
got an opportunity to join different racing teams and participated in many sailing regattas across
Croatia and Italy. Before joining FRIEND'S BOAT in 2014, he worked as a skipper on several charter
and private vessels. Zdravko feels very fortunate to work for the same Owner for 8 years now.
Devoted to his job, he is a true team player, always ready to step in and solve any situation on the
yacht. In his free time, he enjoys hiking, sailing and fishing. Zdravko is native in Croatian, and fluent in
English.
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Dražena Perkov

Laura Nathalie Gulan

Chef - Croatian

Stewardess - Croatian

Dražena is a hardworking polyvalent individual who represents a valuable asset to the FRIEND'S
BOAT team. She holds a master degree in Art History and the Italian language. In 2013 she started
to work as a tourist guide on cruise ships, which sparked her interest in yachting. Following years she
spent working as a hostess/cook on different vessels where she gained valuable charter experience.
Her interest in culture, exploring new cuisines and delivering outstanding service to her guests led
her to the current Chef position onboard FRIEND'S BOAT. 
Dražena is native in Croatian, fluent in Italian and English and intermediate in French and Spanish.

MEET theCREW

Laura Nathalie is an experienced and knowledgeable stewardess with a passion for the yachting
industry. She has a wealth of experience in the hospitality industry, having worked in 5* hotels for 8
years and studied hotel management in Munich. She holds qualifications relevant to yacht chartering
such as courses for maritime safety and a skipper licence. Laura Nathalie is a great team player and is
known for her service-oriented attitude, responsibility and positive attitude. She always goes the
extra mile to ensure that the guests have an enjoyable experience, making them feel like part of the
family and listening to their feedback. In her free time, Laura Nathalie loves to travel, read books and
go camping. She is a Croatian native, and speaks both German and English fluently. 
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